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About This Content

Customize your truck with your country flag! A choice of four unique paint jobs will come handy if you feel you need to show
your affiliation...

Matterhorn Formation

Timeless Precision

Swiss Flag Metallic

Swiss Flag Decal

All of these themes are applicable to any in-game truck except for 8x4 chassis configurations.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Hard Drive: 3 GB available space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Norwegia
n,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Romanian,Turkish,Bulgarian,Greek
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Was a good game, and fun for what it was.

However did take me 4hours to complete the game, on hard mode, and unlock all the achivements.

Bare that in mind with the purchase price ;). The game is very pleased, not every day you will find something like this, and even
more in the setting of the wild west. The gameplay in this game is all 12/10. The plot is simple and not intricate, but it is not
really needed (9/10). As a result, I can say that the game is definitely worth its money. I advise you to get it.. I loved the original
version on PS Mobile, and I love the DX version even more. Great retro aesthetic, with actually interesting/fun/addictive
gameplay to back it up. Fantastic stuff!. At this price it's a steal! The soundtrack is really amazing and can be played on various
occasions. This pack also includes some exlusives that are not in the game, so if you like the style of the OST it's a must-have!.
It was fun!. TL;DR: Get this game if you enjoy rogue-like games. If you aren't sure wether you do, play the free version on
Kongregate. If you like it, you will love the Steam version since it has everything the free version had and more! Plus, the
developper is still adding more features to it.

Rogue Fable III is simple enough to understand it quickly yet includes enough classes, races and randomized elements to make
every single game unique. You will probably die early in your few first playthroughs because there a bit of a learning curve (ex.:
knowing how far electricity spreads in water)

I spent hours playing the earlier version of the game on Kongregate (which you can still try, if you are unsure wether you will
like this game) and I loved it to the point I found myself waiting impatiently for the Steam version to come out. If you have
played the Kongregate version, this is pretty much the same as the free version, with more replay value because there is an
additional class, there are now races which have different gimmicks such as getting different starting stats, being able to fly but
not automatically regenerate health and mana points over time, more ennemies have been added, etc.

I recommand this game to anyone who likes rogue-like RPGs. It is well worth its price and it is regularly being updated so it
might include even more floors and ennemies by the time you read this.. This is a cute little game, but I didn't find it as gripping
as the Bejweled series. ***
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Total snooze fest. Not even worth the download.. A failed project just a risk of buying into Early Access.. I have never played a
game with more bugs than this horrible piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥game. There is absolutly nothing to do, except to buld paterns. But
♥♥♥♥ing wait, there is a catch, the interface were one builds a pattern is completly♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ing broken. Delete lags
the game out, undo undoes absolutly nothing, and an added feature which 'snaps' peices to desired angles such as 90 degrees or
180 degrees has been updated to add in a pelethra of new and uterlly ♥♥♥♥ing useless angles, such as the classic ol' 181.02
degree angle which coincidentaly automaticly is snapped when a cube is trying to be made (making a cube almost impossible to
create without wanting to punch a baby in the face numerous times). Oh and look up at the graphics seen in the screenshots
above, memorize the fantastic pictures shown there because you will never ♥♥♥♥ing see that again. Not even once. Also, new
creatures added, ha. good joke. The lag behemoth which walks around and has the ability to crash the game with every
Goddamn step serves zero purpose other than speeding up the eneviitible rage quit from this♥♥♥♥♥♥on a stick game.
However, I highly recomend this game if you are planning on ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on your pc/laptop and then going on a holocaust
level killing spree and would like to get into the mood before the deed is done.
Your welcome, a loving and supportive gamer.. This is the best game I've ever played. I would like if the devs made different
mechanics for the different Trumps stages.. Certainly one of the best games i've ever played. It's extremely realistic in terms of
Physics, sounds, and general gameplay itself. Story for each faction is also well narrated. This game heavily focuses on tactics
and being innovative to succeed at each level against massive odds. That's what makes it so fun. The extra levels are less hard (at
least some of them) and are fun to play. Never tried multiplayer. Anyways, at last it has extremely good graphics for a game
made in 2004, and the only issue i'm having is that it keeps saying ''program will be terminated''. Eventually it starts up but if i
can get help on how to fix this issue, please comment. 10/10. this game so ♥♥♥♥ing sucks what the ♥♥♥♥.. This Game Its
Good Bcs Its New And We Expect More Updates In The Future Like Multiplayer And Avatars More Weapons And That Make
The Game More Fun And We Are Waiting A Good Work From The Programers ^-^
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